
Common App Essay Excerpted Examples 

The scent of just-baked biscuits permeates the air as I step through the double doors. The oscillating fans 

turn rhythmically above me, producing a gentle hum like an ethereal tune. We place our same usual order 

-the “Tailgate Special”- and my father engages in discussion with my mother, myself, and my teenaged 

sister about Apple's stock valuation. Bojangles’s is always our go-to on Friday night dinners; afterward 

we'll head to Eva Perry Library for some entertainment or enrichment activities! This Southern diner is 

well known for its scrumptious fried chicken items as well as their dependable fast food options. Gripping 

my breaded chicken and Nancy Drew: Mystery of Crocodile Island in each hand, I'm captivated by the 

suspense. Instead of an enemy vessel, they're locked up with reptiles! As I sip on sweet tea while absorbed 

in this story, a sense of comfort envelops me. 

"Five, six, seven, eight!" I bellow the numbers as nineteen dancers take hold of their swords and launch 

into a captivating Chinese sword dance. The tassels attached to their weapons twirl gracefully in harmony 

with the intricate steps that are carefully charted out in my weathered notebook - filled with formations, 

counts and movements all intricately planned for this remarkable performance. By showcasing my 

performances to relatives or examining and choreographing the particulars of particular local dances, 

which are symbolic of a region's unique culture, I'm able to tighten my bond with my parents, traditions 

and community. When I step on stage after devoting hours refining steps and making poses the hard work 

is all worth it as that moment turns into an extension of home for me. 

Establishing a temperature, calibrating the machines, analyzing data - this routine is like a musical 

heartbeat that pulses through me each day I enter Lab 304. Whether preparing platinum nanoparticles 

under fume hoods or spraying thin films of metal onto copper surfaces, it's when performing these 

experiments that I first sense my place in Hudson Hall and feel right at home. After spending a few weeks 

making an effort to form platinum nanoparticles with a diameter of 10-16nm, I eventually created 

particles measuring 14.6 nm after vigilantly monitoring the sulfuric acid bath. A wave of excitement runs 

through me as I write in my journal: I'm overwhelmed by feelings of unadulterated joy! 

Dressed in a t-shirt, shorts and my favorite dark green lanyard, I hurry across the quad from 'Speaking 

Arabic through the Rassias Method' to 'Knitting Nirvana'. This afternoon is only one of many at Governor's 

School East which has enabled me to evolve into an avid thinker and scholar. Even though I am attending 

GS at Meredith College for Natural Science, it has provided more than just concepts related to physics or 

knowledge about serial dilutions and toxicity; this experience has been truly transformative! Developing 

a belief in my capability to communicate about the political and economic situation has been essential for 

me. Governor’s School is an environment of acceptance, complexity, and development - where I 

eventually changed from someone who was only identified as a "science girl" or one that worked diligently 

into somebody passionate about science, psychology debates along with economics, plus so much more! 

As soon as I start knitting or dancing salsa, nothing else matters; Home sweet home. 

For the last decade, I have made my home in Cary, North Carolina. Nonetheless, by creating and 

discovering communities of tradition-keepers and creatives, thinkers and intellectuals-I was also building 

a sense of 'home'. Although there is no Bojangles’s within five miles or Lab 304 nearby anymore; being an 

attentive daughter/sister as well as attempting to embody the beauty of my heritage while taking risks to 

defy social conventions will always remain significant for me - that's what makes this place feel like home! 

 


